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Minutes, Membership Meeting, April 8, 2010

The meeting was called to order by the President, Thomas A. Brabson, D.O., MBA, FACOEP at 12:10 p.m. who welcomed the members and thanked them for attending not only this meeting but the Spring Seminar.

At this time, Dr. Brabson informed the membership that due to illness, President-elect, Anthony W. Jennings, D.O., has stepped down from his position as President-elect. In keeping with the Bylaws, the Board had a special session a few days ago and voted to extend Dr. Brabson’s term in office to the fall of 2011. Additionally, Dr. Gregory Christiansen was elected to the position of President-elect. His term in office will begin now and go to the Membership Meeting in the fall of 2011. Dr. Mitchell will remain in the office of Treasurer and, in keeping with the Bylaws; Ms. Wachtler will assume the temporary duties of Secretary of the College.

Dr. Brabson explained that because of the intricate nature of the relationships that the President has to develop, it is important to give Dr. Christiansen sufficient time to get to know the other specialty college presidents as well as the AOA leadership. This only comes through exposure and time and by allowing him the additional year and a half, we should be able to accomplish this.

Dr. Brabson then went on to report on his activities during the past six month. Dr. Brabson reported that since the last meeting he attended the AOBEM’s fall meeting and requested that the certifying board consider altering the EMS eligibility and fellowship criteria to include an online portion to augment the training and assist in board preparation. He was informed by the Board that it would not and could not incorporate disaster medicine into the name of the certification since this was not currently a recognized specialty/subspecialty with jurisdiction to the AOBEM. He reported that he and Ms. Wachtler attended an AOA Healthy Organization meeting in November and the Midyear Board Meeting in Phoenix.

Dr. Brabson stated that earlier this year, the Board held its Strategic Planning Retreat at which time a revised strategic plan was formulated for the College. The organization is very strong and definitely moving in the right direction with its programs and educational offering. The Committees need to be bolstered up and to develop certain governing policies, which will be worked on through the summer. He thanked all the committees for their work on these issues and hoped to have more advancement and involvement of members in the governance of the College.

Other issues that he was involved in have been the White Paper on the IOM Report rebuttal which will be published in July. Also of import has been the CMS ruling on the administration of anesthetic for
moderate to deep sedation and its requirement that it be done by physicians rather than nursing professionals.

Dr. Brabson also noted that he and Dr. Becher will be attending the FSMB meeting in Chicago on April 23, 2010 regarding certification issues with BCEM.

**Secretary:** Dr. Christiansen highlighted the recent occurrences within the Foundation and stated that severe changes have been made by the Foundation to rectify shortfalls in that agency. Currently and moving forward the ACOEP will re-assume management of the Foundation and Ms. Wachtler will assume the overall management responsibilities as Executive Director while Ms. Whitmer will assume the responsibility for day-to-day management.

**Treasurer:** Dr. Mitchell informed the Membership that revenues were down by approximately $255,000 however even with that considered, the expenses of the College have been maintained and we are still showing a profit for this fiscal year. However, there will be expenses from this meeting and this event is the last event for the fiscal year.

Dr. Mitchell reported that in December 2009, the ACOEP underwent an audit of its 2008-2009 fiscal year as requested by the Board since we currently still have an open line of credit resulting from the money borrowed from the reserve fund to do the build out of our new space. The audit outcome was very positive finding only one adjustment needing to be made in our accounting. Procedures showed that although we are limited to number of employees with financial clearance, the College is exhibiting its due-diligence with the handling of College funds.

**Director:** Ms. Wachtler thanked the members for attending this event and informed them that we will be meeting here again in 2012, 2013 and 2015. In 2011 we will be at the Marriott Harbor Beach in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

The Office is currently focusing on the redevelopment of the Website and to assume management of the site. This redevelopment should be completed by the fall and will incorporate all features requested by the Membership in the Survey last year.

A major area of concentration for Member Services has focused on researching and expanding the member benefit package. Mandy Lundeen, Director and her Assistant, Brittani Eckhardt has worked to develop new agreements with McGraw-Hill’s AccessEmergencyMedicine, EMedHome, WADEM, AARP, Bally Total Fitness and Sam’s Club. The College is currently investigating disability insurance as a member benefit as well as partnering with the Western Journal of Emergency Medicine as a peer-reviewed journal for the members.

The Meetings and Conventions Department have been diligently working to secure the spring and Fall meetings in 2012. Staffed by Director, Kristin Wattonville and Executive Assistant, Erin Moore, the Department has done a yeoman’s job securing our history of quality meetings.

**AOBEM:** Dr. Stone addressed the Membership and thanked the ACOEP for inviting him to attend and represent the Board. He stated that the COLA Modules have been developed for the 2011 course and will be available online in early 2011. He also informed the Membership that the COLA’s would now be referred to by year not number to keep better track of the courses and credit. He announced that if
anyone had any questions concerning Board Certification he would be available following the meeting to meet with and discuss their questions.

**Resident Chapter:** Dr. Cheslock reported that the Chapter had a very successful meeting and is currently in the process of submitting their revised Bylaws for consideration and approval.

At this time, Dr. Brabson thanked everyone for attending and ended the meeting at 1:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Janice Wachtler, CBA
Acting Secretary
Executive Director